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ABSTRACT
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A third-world mathematician educated in a major Western univer-
sity may have enjoyed in hia student day* the pleasure* of ob*trving
several hundred mathematics journals, browsing through tens of these,
and having had a more serious encounter with one or two doxen. Back
in hie home country, he it likely to be deprived of such pleasures even to
the extent of being unable to order through his institution's library the
journals he most often depends on for his research. Scarcity of foreign
exchange is the most commonly cited factor for the inadequacy of the
libraries in the third world . Complicating this problem is the task of
selecting appropriate journals within the confines of a limited budget.
In mathematics, perhaps more than in any other scientific field, a ran-
dom group of practitioners will find it difficult to reach consensus on
a short list of 'core journals' that provide a fair and adequate cover-
age of the mainstream activity in the field. We shall explore the roots
of this problem later on. In fact, it seems to us that in a relatively
active medium-sixed university mathematics department with normal
dispersion of specialties, a library with fewer than a hundred current
journals would probably be inadequate. On the other hand, subscrip-
tion to about ISO periodicals, backed by a healthy inventory of back
issues should probably answer the needs of almost any such depart-
ment. In departments where statistics and computer science are also
included, another 50 to 100 titles should be added, depending on the
extent and the variety of activity In those fields. It should be added
that the relationship between the number of active researchers and the
number of current journals is far from linear. Even five researchers may
require more than fifty research journals to carry on their work.

The goals of this article are two-fold:
(1) We wish to supply the informational background on the basis of
which third world mathematicians can better articulate their need for
a large number of journal subscriptions as well as a sisable supply of
back issues.
(2) Given the inevitable limitations of hard currency, we hope to provide
some recommendations for making rational decisions' on the selection
of journals.

Regarding the first point, third-world mathematicians should take
note of the following arguments when dealing with their administrators:
(a) In mathematics, more than in most fields of science, expenditure on
journals represents a long-term investment. An outstanding mathemat-
ics paper is apt to be consulted, referred to, and inspected for grains
of wisdom long after an important paper in another field of science,
engineering or medicine has been safely tucked away in the bed of his-
tory. In this respect, mathematical works appear a step closer to works
of literature or art than to published results in experimental science,
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where there is a rapid rate of obsolescence.
(b) Library purchase* constitute the only major physical expenditures
for mathematics other than computer-related spending (now common
to all fields).

A Survey of the Journal Scene

A mathematics library at a major Western university typically sub-
scribes to several hundered journals including titles in statistics, com-
puter science, and interdisciplinary fields. Aside from publications pre-
senting new research, there are journals containing review articles, re-
views of other published work, research announcements, news of lo-
cal and world-wide interest, book- and software reviews, expository
articles, history and philosophy of mathematics, educational material
directed at undergraduates, list of current publications, etc. Mathe-
matics publishing is, of course, an old practice, just as mathematics
is. More significantly, a number of journals founded in the last cen-
tury are still going strong, giving the mathematical profession a senee
of continuity and tradition. One should mention, for example, Journal
fur die rtint vnd angtvandtt Matktmatik founded by Crelle in 1826
(commonly known as Crttlt '$ Journal) and Journal At mathtmatiguet
pure* et applifuiei founded by Liouville in 1874. Both of these ex-
erted tremendous influence on the development of mathematics in the
ninteenth century (J) , and are still flourishing as highly prestigious
journals. Interestingly, some of the older journals still bear the imprint
of their founding fathers. Mittag-LefHer's Ada Mathematica retains
its Scandinavian flavor (complex function theory, hard analysis, ,..),
while Annalt of Mathematics , published in Princeton, showed, until
recently, a predilection for topology, the first area in which Princeton
distinguished itself. Moat of the journals established in the last twenty
years are devoted to more specialized areas of mathematics. There has
been significant growth in areas affected by the computer, such as nu-
merical mathematics and the development of software and algorithms.

Below we try to bring out a number of features that characterize
the current publishing trends in mathematics.

(1) Who publishes mathematical journals? Mathematics jour-
nals are published by mathematica! organizations, universities, research
institutes, academies, and increasingly by major publishing houses. The
incursion of commercial publishers into the journal market may be a
matter for ideological debate, but some beneficial effects of this trend
can be visibly discerned. These can perhaps be subsumed under the
general heading of the 'professionalization' (in the journalistic sense) of

journal production. Mathematics journals have become more attractive
to the eye, they are published more regularly and more often on time,
and they are distributed world-wide more efficiently than in the past.
Some older journals have only grudgingly adopted common journalis-
tic practices. Until very recently, the venerable Ada Mathematica did
not print the standard publication data on the title page of its articles,
with the result that a photocopy could not be identified for its source,
date, etc. Some French and Italian publications still harbor this prac-
tice. Another positive effect of the professionalixation of production
has been the reduction in the backlog of articles, though mathematics
still lags behind other scientific fields in this regard. Some mathematics
journals managed aa small operations are running a two-year time lag.
On the negative side, despite the striving of some of the older jour-
nals to preserve the traditional large typescript and ample margins,
commercialization may soon prohibit such luxuries. Another inevitable
effect has, of course, been the higher journal prices.

(2) Which journal! dominate mathematics research ? A sim-
ple answer would be: None. Of course one has to define 'dominance'. It
seems to us that two elements constitute a dominant journal: (i) Pub-
lication of a sufficiently large number of articles a year to cover most
active areas of the field, (ii) 'Quality and aignificance'of the publications
in the journal. While these are difficult to quantify, a reasonable work-
ing measure has been devised by the Inttitute for Scientific Information
(1ST) (£) which they call the impact factor (IF). Roughly speaking, the
impact factor is the ratio of the number of citations a journal receives
by the number of articles it publishes. In Table 1, we have listed the top
100 research journals in mathematics on the basis of a variation of the
impact factor, which we call the impact quotient (IQ). Those journals
whose main source of citation is their review- and expository articles
have been excluded from the list, as are the newer journals for which
sufficient data was lacking. The difference between IQ and IF is only
in the details of computation and will later be explained. In the last
column of Table 1 we have displayed the ranking of the same journals
on the basis of the total number of citations they receive annually. Note
that only two journals, Annaii of Mathematiet and /ntientumet Math-
ematicae, appear in the top ten of both rankings. What is more, only
one of these (Inventions) publishes over 100 articles annually. Annals
of Mathematict publishes just under 40 while Ada Mathematica, listed
at the top of Table 1 with an IQ of 1.95 publishes an annual average
of a mere 14. The same meagerness of quantity characterizes the high
quality French journals ranked 3-5. Mathematics is almost alone in this
respect among the major fields of science. Compare the situation with
that of particle physics. Nuclear Physics B, perhaps the leading jour-
nal in the field, maintains an impact factor of over 6 while publishing



weekly and totalling over 300 articles annually). The difference is even
more pronounced in comparison with chemistry, biological sciences and
medicine. We shall aee why the relatively low value of impact factors of
mathematics journals is no reflection of the low quality of publications
but rather a function of the citation habits in mathematics. Our point
of emphasis simply Is that there is not enough coincidence of high qual-
ity and high quantity in mathematics publishing to indicate dominance.
Incidentally, among the journals in Table 1, Proceeding* of the Amer-
ican Mathematical Society publishes the most articles annually (over
400); it ranks third on the total number of citations but manages an
IQ ranking of only 74th.

The preceding paragraph should not be viewed as a criticism of the
publishing situation in mathematics. The fact that no small group of
periodicals seems to dominate the field may well be a sign of healthy
non-conformity and the diversity of tastes. Notice that most of the
top-ranking journal* in Table 1 are based in particular universities or
institutes with well- entrenched traditions and standards. It is difficult
to imagine their transformation from bi-monthlies and quarterlies into
weeklies and bi-weeklies. Even Invcntiones, lacking a particular math-
ematical home-base and backed by a major publisher, could not prob-
ably expand much more without sacrificing quality. The reason is that
a major expulsion would necessitate entry into areas not presently rep-
resented in journal ( e.g.. numerical analysis, logic, and most of applied
mathematics ), and this, In turn, would require a larger editorial board
consisting of mathematicians who cannot communicate well enough to
ensure a uniform standard. This is the problem that besets those jour-
nals published by large mathematical organixatkms. Such organisations
are responsible to a large body of members covering the entire spectrum
of mathematics, with the result that a quest for quality often triggers
unpleasant cross-specialty comparisons and charges of snobbish elitism.

Returning to the third-world libraries, the moral of the above story
is that no small set of journals can make an adequate library; you sim-
ply have to subscribe to a fairly large number of journals to satisfy even
a small department.

(3) Citation business and paper longevity The number of ci-
tations a paper receives is given considerable weight in many scientific
disciplines. Apparently the employers in some fields routinely search
the Science Citation Index in their evaluation of job applicants. Such
practice is almost unheard of in mathematics wherein many mathe-
maticians have never even heard of such an index. Not surprisingly,
mathematicians are generally more lax in this area. According to SCI
reports, the average mathematics paper cites only 10 references while

the corresponding number for biochemistry b 30. (In a check of about
20 journals in applied mathematics we actually found that the average
number of citations is between IS and 20, significantly higher than in
mathematics as a whole.) The immediate effect of this pattern is that
the impact factors, as computed by SCI, are much lower in mathe-
matics than in biochemistry (and in fact most other Gelds of science).
This creates no difficulty as long as one does not engage in pointless
cross-field comparisons. In our computations of IQ for Table 1, we ac-
tually eliminated all citations to mathematics publications coming from
outside the field for the following reasons:
(a) Because of the disparity of citation habits, citations from outside
cannot be included by a simple addition without a suitable scaling fac-
tor.
(b) Our goal wu to devise a table useful to mathematicians. In the
case of mathematics journals principally useful to non-mathematicians,
one would hope that the potential users would finance the purchase of
such journals.

Of course 'outside source' requires a definition. There are many bor-
derline and interdisciplinary journals that are difficult to classify. We
included alt SIAM journals, excluded ail of ACM, and in other cases fol-
lowed the simple rule: a publication was considered an 'outside source1

if most of its articles were by authors whose institutional affiliation was
non- mathematical. Of course one can argue about the accuracy of this
classification and we are sure better and more elaborate criteria can be
devised. How does the elimination of outside source* affect the IFT Cer-
tainly journals of applied mathematics lose some points. But they are
not alone. This also affects the ratings of pure-mathematics journals
with a heavy dose of geometry-topology. The rise of gauge theories and
string theory in physics, with their heavy use of geometric-topological
machinery, has turned many physicists into regular customers of many
pure- mathematics journals. Over-atl, we found that the exclusion or
non- mathematical citations does not affect the rankings in a substan-
tive way. In particular, the top three journals also appear at the top of
the SCI list year after year, albeit with some permutation.

There is another way in which our IQ differs from SCI "s IF. To
compute IF for a given year, SCI divides the number of citations a
publication receives for the items it has printed the previous two vear$
by the total number of citable items in those two years. This works
alright in fields where the rate of obsolescence is high and citations are
usually to very recent material, but it discriminates against mathemat-
ics. To see this, one can make use of another useful index devised by
SCI, the so-called half-life of a journal. Suppose that journal J receives
2999 citings in 1990 for everything it has ever published through 1989.



Then the cited articles are arranged linearly according to the date of
publication with each cited item appearing as many times on the list
as the number of times it has been cited. If the date of publication
of the 1500th item (i.e., the middle entry) on the linearly ordered list
is, say, 1983, then the half-life of J is defined to be 7 = 1990 -1983
years. Now the SCI list shows that in mathematics, most of the highly
cited journals have half-live* of welt over 10 years. Thus in mathematics
older articles tend to be cited relatively often - a situation very differ-
ent from experimantal science in which half-lives are very often in the
3-4 year range. For this reason, basing the impact factor of a mathe-
matics journal on the activities of the previous two years seems to be
highly unrepresentative. To correct this, we divided the average annual
number of citations a journal received during the period 1986-87 for its
articles of the ten-year period 1977-86 by the average yearly number of
citable items during the same period. This introduced some complica-
tions that will later be explained. To sum up, our ICJ differs from IF in
two respects. One is that we have eliminated non-mathematical sources
of citation (this lowers the ratio), and another is that we have based IQ
on the activity of the previous ten years rather than the previous two
(this tends to increase the ratio).

A couple of observations are in order before we leave this discussion.
We inspected the SC/data for a number of journals, including those on
the top of Table 1, to find out how long it takes an article to receive its
greatest recognition. It turns out that almost invariably, the citations
of a mathematics paper peak 3 to 8 years after the date of publication,
again a relatively long interval compared to other fields of science. An-
other topic that can be studied with the use of SCI data bank is the
rise and fall of journals. For a journal that has been published a rel-
atively long time, say several decades, one can observe the changes of
the half-life of the journal over the past ten years. A steady shortening
of the half-life would seem to indicate an improvement in the quality
of articles published by the journal, while the steady lengthening of
the half-life would indicate the reverse. We do not wish to disclose our
incomplete findings in this matter; we cite just one example. Annalt of
Mathtmatict has been holding incredibly steady over many years : 75
per cent of the citations the Annal* receives every year are to articles
more than ten years old. The constancy of this ratio together with
the high total number of citations this journal receives indicate that it
consistently publishes articles of lasting value.

The message of the above paragraph for libraries is loud and clear :
Back issues of mathematics journals are absolutely essential because the

half-lives are so long. It won't hurt to obtain atl the back issues of an
important journal, but under financial restraint a good rule-of-thumb

may be to go back a number of years proportional to the product of
the half-life by the present IQ.

(4) Is English the lingua franca of mathematics? Let us
start our survey of the publication languages by separating the case
of languages that use the Latin alphabet and those that do not. Of
the latter, Russian and Japanese are clearly the two most important,
mathematically. Apparently much of the important Japanese research
is published in European languages (nowadays predominantly English)
whether the vehicle of publication is Japanese or otherwise. The case
of Russian is very different and presents one of the thorny problems of
citation analysis. The position of USSR as a mathematical super-power
is undisputed, and most of the new Soviet research is published origi-
nally in Russian. These together make Russian a significant language
of mathematical communication. Unfortunately, however, few mathe-
maticians outside the Socialist countries can read the Russian literature,
and this hurts the potential immediate impact of Soviet mathematics
research. Cover-to-cover translations of some Soviet periodicals are now
available in English usually with a delay of about one year (these be-
ing the principal source of the citations to Soviet journals included in
Table 1), but this has somehow failed so far to bring the Soviet pub-
lications the frequency of citations they deserve. In fact, the ratings
of the Russian journals for Table 1 turned out to be so ridiculously
law that we even thought of including them in a separate table. Look
at the case of Functional Analyrii and Applications. Considering the
many important and ground-breaking papers that have appeared in this
periodical during the last quarter century, some mathematicians tend
to rate it among the top dozen quality journals of mathematics, but
it achieves only a ranking of 67th on our IQ list. Soviet Mathematics
Doklady, another influential journal, failed even to make the top 100
list (it ranked 101st!). DoHady ranked 44th on the total number of ci-
tations and second on the total number of articles. While our exclusion
of non-mathematics sources did not help the Russian journals (which
publish a lot of applied mathematics), their rankings on the SCI list
is hardly any better. We believe there are two causes for this. One
is that for a long time the mathematics of the Soviet Union and the
West grew separately and developed distinct expositional styles mak-
ing the interaction of the two somewhat difficult. This accounts for the
relative dearth of citations of Soviet sources in Westwern periodicals.
The second (and the comlementary) reason is that the SCI data-base
on which our computations are based does not include a substantial
representation of citing journals from Socialist countries where Russian
articles presumably receive greater recognition.

Now we turn to the case of mathematically important languages





to make someone furious and almost everyone displeased about some
particular item. The latter group includes the author. We indicated
already our belief that Russian journals are highly underrated under
this scheme, and there are other features that do not conform to the
author's subjective judgement. Neediest to say, the exact rankings are
not to be taken too seriously. Aside from the general reservations about
the value of citations, the impartiality of SCI data bank, and the merits
of our method of computation, there are other caveats and cautionary
remarks the reader should be made aware of:
(a) As was explained earlier, we used the publication data for the ten-
year period 1977-1986 as the basis of our computations. Where the
entire ten-year collection of a journal was not available to the author,
extrapolations were used that may have led to inaccuracies. This does
not affect the top 30 and moat of the other journals on the list, but
more time and man-power i* required to clear up all the bugs.
(b) The French journals ranked 3-4, i.e., PuHicalion* Mathimatiquti
IHES and AiUriique are classified as books by many libraries. But
•ince these are officially published as journal*, we included them In our
computations. A case can be made for moving Atttritqve to Table 2
because this publication often includes survey and review articles such
as the papers of Bourbaki Seminar.
(c) A number of newer high-quality journals do not appear on our list
because of the insufficiency of data. One oddity is AnnaU of Pure
and Applied Logic, which is not a new journal but a new name for a
previously existing journal. Because of the name-change, the SCI data
available to us did not cover adequately the required ten-year period.
But judging from SCPa impact factor results, this journal could have
the highest ranking of any logic journal and may well be in the top 50.
(d) No Italian journal appears in Table 1. The closest was the Bulletin
of the Italian Mathematical Union which ranked 102 on IQ and 75
on the total number of citations. Mathematics written in Italian is
not very difficult to read for English users, and some Italian journals
contain many articles written in English. Better marketing techniques
could probably propel two or three Italian journals into the top 100.

Notes and References

(1) See Felix Klein's Vorhtvngtn user die Entwicklung der Matht-
matik im 19 Jahrhundert (Berlin 1928), or the English translation by
M.Ackerman as Development of Mathtmatic$ in 19th Century , pub-
lished by MATH SCI Press, Brookline, Maas.(lQ79).

(2) Institute for Scientific Information in Philadelphia, founded and di-
rected by Eugene Garfield, collects and analyzes a wide variety of data,
related to the literature of science, technology, medicine, behaviorial
sciences, etc. Among IS I publications are Current Content* and Sci-
ence Citation Index which includes the Journal Citation Reports and
on which most of our data is based. For an introduction to the kind of
analysis pioneered by this organization, see the the introductory pages
of a current JCR or the following article:
Garfield, E. 'Citation Analysis as a Tool in Journal Evaluation' Science,
3 Nov. 1972, 178(4060), 471-479.

(3) For an account of the controversy surrounding this topic see page
l i e of the following article and the references therein:
Garfield, E. 'Mapping Science in the Third World' Sciene and Public
Policy June 1983, 112-127.

(4) The following book present* an analysis of paper publication data
outside the dominant Western countries:
Braun,.T, Glanzel, W. and Schbert, A. Seientometrie Indicators World
Scientific, Singapore 1985.
See also the article cited in (3).
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Table 1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
IS
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Journal
Act* Math (Sweden)
Ann Math
Publ Math IHES
AsUrisque
J Math Pure Appl
Invent Math
Comm Pure Appl Math
SIAM J Num Anal
Advances Math
Metnoin Am Math Soc
J Diff Geom
Duke Math J
Comment Math Helv
P Lond Math Soc
J Fund Anal
Topology
Am J Math
Num Math
B Soc Math France
Math Comput
Math Ann
Arch Rat Mech Anal
Ann Inat Fourier
Indiana U Math J
Comm PDE
Compo* Math
SIAM J Cont Opt
T Am Math Soc
Math Zelt
J Reine Angew Math
J Lond Math Soc
J Diff Eqru
SIAM J Sci Stat Comput
Israel J Math
Math Scand
J Analyse Math
Michigan Math J
SIAM J Math Anal
J Algebra
Manuac Math

IQ
1.936
1.843
1.826
1.68S
1.321
1.189
1.101
0.980
0.957
0.878
0.871
0.824
0.798
0.733
0.715
0.711
0.688
0.646
0.632
0.617
0.61S
0.613
0.576
0.573
0.572
0.558
O.5S2
0.520
0.518
0.504
0.502
0.493
0.467
0.458
0.455
0.442
0.437
0.436
0.434
0.432

Tot.Cit.
15
2

51
40

57
5
13
12
26
41
32
19
39
17
14
28
8
16
44
11
4

23
43
33
73
52
31
1
6
,3
20
22
63
29
55
71
59
38
10
60

12

Rank
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
7S

Journal
Fund Math
SIAM J Appl Math
SIAM J Comput
Arkiv Math
J Comb Theo B
P Roy Soc Edinb A
Acta Arithm
J Pure Appl Algebra
Lin Algebra Appl
Stud Math
Canad J Math
Nonlin Anal
J Math Soc Japan
Nagoyi Math J
J Numb Theo
Illinois J Math
J Graph Theo
Pacific J Math
Siberian Math J
Stud Appt Math
J Comb Theo A
J Math Kyoto U
J Apprax Theo
J Math Anal Appl
Math P Camb Phil Soc
SIAM J Alf Disc >
Fund Anal Appl
Adr Appl Math
Tohoku Math J
J Symb Logic
Math USSR Sb
Ann Sci Ec Norm Sup
Mathematika
P Am Math Soc
Ann Acad Sci Fenn

IQ
0 139
0 l i 7
1! iH
0.396
0.381
0.375
0.374
0.366
0.357
0.356
0.345
0.338
0.324
0.315
0.308
0.301
0.296
0.294
0.294
0.293
0.292
0.285
0.283
0.282
0.281
0.285
0.257
0.254
0.251
0.250
0.248
0.247
0.246
0.230
0.226

Tot.Cit.
30
27
53
82
67
66
70
66
25
35
24
54
50
64
76
46
8?
9
69
02
61
78
47
7

45
88
36
100
72
42
21
98
86
3
77

1) Divided since 1988 into two journals, i
on Matrix Theory.

i on Discrete Mathematiu and one
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Rank
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
02
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Journal
Math Nachr
Monat Math
Discrete Math
Osaka J Math
Comm Algebra
Quart J Math
Rocky Mt J Math
P K N«d Akad
J Aust Math Soc B
Archiv Math
Quart Appl Math
Acta Math (Hungary)
P Edinb Math Soc
Houston J Math
P Japan Acad
Math Notes
Abh Math Sem Hunb
Diff Eqin
Semigp Forum
J Aust Math Soc A
Canad Math B
B Aust Math Soc
Topolgy Appl
Math USSR Iiv
Z Math Logik

IQ
0.214
0.210
0.210
0.208
0.203
0.200
0.200
0.192
0.192
0.170
0.169
0.168
0.166
0.166
0.166
0.152
0.143
0.141
0.138
0.138
0.130
0.127
0.127
0.124
0.113

Tot.Cit.
48
91
37
74
58
68
83
79
99
40
75
65
93
97
85
62
90
34
89
94
80
81
96
84
95

Table 2

*
*
*
•

Journal
Am Math Monthly
Arch Hist Exact Sci
B Am Math Soc
B Lond Math Soc
C R Acad Sci (Math)
Current Math Publ
Enseign Math
Exposit Math
Hist Math
Math Intelligencer
Math Review
Notices Am Math Soc
RUBS Math Surveys
SIAM Review
Zent Math

Type
E
H

SA
SA
A
I
E
E
H

EN
R
N

SA
SA
IR

Type Abbreviation* A: AnnouncsmentaCRestareh), E; Expository, H: His-
tory, I: Indexing of RasMrch Articles, N: News, R: Review of Published Papers,
S: Survey Articles.

Common Abbreviation* B: Bulletin, J: Journal, P: Proceeding*, T: Ttans-
utions, U: University, Comm: Communication*.
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